Update for the period from January 2012 to January 2014

This is an update on the news from the Healing Love of Christ. Apart from my usual ministrations on Sundays at the house church fellowship in our home and the many visits for counselling, healing, receiving guests and also visiting other people, there were three individuals who were brethren, for whom we were interceding to prolong their lives. They finally went home to be with the Lord, during that period. These are by way of the usual ministrations, but specially, I would like to report on three, separate segments of our ministry activities during this period.

There were two visits to Nigeria in 2012, one in January ending and the second one from May 29 to June 25.. The first occasion had very few ministrations. This was because I lost my older sister at the age of 86 and after the funeral, I combined it with some ministrations. But I went back in May because Pastor Sam Ayodele of Skybird was fifty, and after preaching at his birthday celebration, I combined it with visits to Abuja, and Enugu and Owerri in south eastern Nigeria. I was also privileged to visit with Pastor Sunday Abiode Williams in Warri and had a beautiful time of ministry. All of those visits were very greatly blessed occasions.

In 2013, I had a visit from September ending to October ending. This took me to areas of Nigeria, including Abuja, with the Witness Ministries, and with the Assemblies of Christ in Ibadan. I visited Enugu and there were only private ministrations. Then I went on to Port Harcourt, where I was at Julius Agboolas 'Turn Around' Ministries, dedicating their church assembly. This was a fulfilment of a ten year prophecy from my mouth at the Carpenter’s Church ten years previously. I was also on that visit to Port Harcourt able to console Mrs. Joan Omofoma and the Presiding Pastor, Sister Nkechi Ene for the death of Pastor Charles Omofoma. I then went on to Owerri, where I preached at the Four Square Gospel Church with Pastor Chukwuma and also at Bishop Stafford Nwaogu’s Church. It is Praise Centre Ministries in Owerri. During that visit, I saw two incredible, miracles of two blind men receiving healing from Jesus. One a professor of Physiology and one a pastor were both totally blind. Their sight was partially restored and all the glory goes to the Lord.

The visit of 2013 ended on a high note, because I ministered on October the 22nd at the invitation of Venerable Obi Onwuzurumba, of the Aso Rock Chapel of President Goodluck Jonathan. It was a word from the Lord that I delivered asking for a national day of fasting. This was to be led by President Goodluck Jonathan himself, because the program of transformation that the Lord Jesus installed in 2010 had been partially stymied. This was a seven year development program and
three years had already elapsed. The Lord was suggesting that the President of Nigeria should get a move on.

The second happening of note is the personal revival that I experienced because, in Christmas 2011, I started reviewing the ministry work of Bill Johnson from Bethel Ministries in Redding, California, U S A. I got excited first by the book “Momentum”. After reading a number of other books which included “Healing Unplugged” by Bill Johnson and Randy Clarke, I started doing a personal bible study to refresh myself. The supernatural works of Jesus Christ in my life and ministry had slowed down over the years. As I listened to the podcasts and read the books of the Bethel Ministries I found that; as iron sharpens iron’, I was revived by seeing things done in those ministries. Things that are features of my regular ministry in years gone by are being restored. As I understudied those servants of God, I was myself personally revived.

The third thing, that has happened, particularly in the last 12 months, has been the influence that my personal revival has had on other ministries. Thanks to the work done by Brother Wale and Sister Fisayo Sotire, who were able to convene a number of ministers in London and Essex areas, we started a once monthly set of meetings - 'at the feet of Jesus’. These have been interactive meetings with teachings and seminar-type discussions ending with ministry across the board, at the end of a four to five hour period. We've had six of these meetings and have been very blessed and we have received very good feedback from the participants.